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 Client: Detroit Department of Transportation 
 Project Name: Overhead Door Replacement 
 Location: Detroit, Michigan 
 Project No.: 13652350 

 Issue Date: November 22, 2016 

BID DATE: November 29, 2016 BID TIME: 10:00 am 
 

 

AD1-1 CONTRACTOR REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION (RFI) 

A. Contractor questions: 

1. At the pre-bid meeting you mentioned that three copies of the bid and one electronic copy 

were required.  Do we need to submit three originals of everything – including the cost 

proposal and FTA forms or is three originals of the cost proposal with three copies of the 

bid bond and FTA forms sufficient? 

a. Answer:  Provide one original of everything and two copies of everything for a 
total of three. 

 
2. The Cost Proposal indicates that a unit price, not a lump sum, be provided for each of 

Items 4 – 13.  However, the quantity listed for each of these items is only one.  Are unit 

prices for each of these items required or is a lump sum sufficient? If the answer to the 

previous question is that unit prices are needed:  Items 4 – 11 require us to indicate a unit 

price for the doors, demolition, installation and electrical at each of the openings on this 

project.  However, not all doors will be the same price due to differences in their sizes, 

options, etc.  Similarly, not all demolition, installation and electrical prices will be the 

same for each door due to differences in sizes, labor scope, etc.  Please advise how this is 

to be completed. 

a. Answer:  The one can be removed and the appropriate quantities inserted.  Please 
note these units costs can be used to add or subtract work from the contract. 

 
3. The Cost Proposal requires a contractor that is incorporated in another state to indicate if 

they are licensed to do business in Michigan.  Other than being registered to pay 

corporate tax, what licenses are required? 

a. Answer:  No other licenses are required. 
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4. The Cost Proposal includes a line item for a $230,000 Construction Contingency.  This is 

to be added to our bid and included in the “Total Construction Cost”, correct? 

a. Answer:  Yes. 
 

5. Can you please clarify which of the FTA Forms listed on Page 27 of Section VI (FTA 

Contract Provisions and Proposer’s Forms) needs to be submitted with the bid and which 

may be required after award? 

a. Answer:  All forms checked are required at time of bid unless otherwise stated in 
this addendum. 

 
6. Does FTA Form I-5 need to be completed if the bidder will not have any DBE 

participation?  If the answer to the previous question yes:  Page 1 of Form I-5 affirms that 

a bidder will enter into agreements with all DBE contractors listed in Enclosure 2. If there 

are no DBE contractors listed in Enclosure two of our bid (i.e. no DBE participation) 

should Page 1 be left blank or should it be completed in some other way?  Also, Pages 2 

– 8 of Form I-5 appear to apply to bidders that have union affiliations and/or that plan on 

hiring additional employees to complete the work on this project.  If neither of these two 

scenarios (union affiliations or hiring additional employees) applies to a bidder do these 

pages need to be completed?  

a.  Answer:  No and No. 
 

7. Is a payment & performance bond required to be sent with our bid on FTA Forms P-2 & 

P-3 or is this to be provided after award? 

a. Answer:  These bonds can be provided after award. 
 

8. We are a private company and do not disclose financial statements/info like that is 

requested in FTA Form Q-4.  We can supply banking and credit references which will 

allow you to verify the financial health of our company.  Would this be sufficient? 

a. Answer:  Yes. 
 

9. There is an area of the Cost Proposal that requires us to declare if we are a “Broker-Type 

Contractor”.  This is defined as “If the Bidder does not propose to directly employ any 

construction trades workers for performance of the Work under the Contract, but 

proposes to have all of the construction trades performed by Subcontractors, Bidder shall 

identify itself as a "Broker-Type Contractor"”.  My company will manufacture and ship 

the doors ourselves but will subcontract all onsite work to others.  Based upon this 

information, can you tell me if my company is considered a Broker-Type Contractor? 

a. Answer:  Your Company would not be considered a Broker-Type Contractor. 

 


